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Belkin ScreenForce Tempered Glass (F8W769VF)
ScreenForce Tempered Glass f/ iPhone7 Plus
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 18.86 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 3.96 €

Product details:
Product code: F8W769VF
EAN: 0745883727247
Manufacturer: Belkin

22.82 €
* VAT included
HARD AS STEEL, CLEAR AS GLASS
Three times stronger than plastic, and engineered to be stronger than regular glass, Tempered Glass provides resilient,
hard-wearing protection for your phone screen. Engineered from real glass, it retains the smooth glide and tactile
experience of the screen, and is tested extensively to deliver the brightness, sharpness and clarity you expect from your
iPhone. Easy Align stickers deliver a simple and precise self-installation process, for an even edge-to-edge application
for maximum protection.
TOTAL PROTECTION
Tempered glass provides multi-level protection for your screen, from surface-level damage such as scratches and
scuffs, to deeper level protection against damage from drops and impacts. Smooth, polished edges and flat surface
coverage provide screen protection that is hard-wearing and long-lasting.
VISIBLE CLARITY
Belkin screen protectors are extensively tested using optometric standards. Designed and engineered from high quality,
durable Japanese glass delivers the brightness, sharpness and detail you expect from your phone screen. The result is
a crystal clear protective layer that provides the same visual experience as the device itself.
THE FEEL OF GLASS
Glass composition gives the screen protector a tactile response and feedback just like your device. What's more, it has
been engineered with fingerprint and oil resistance to help keep the screen feeling clean, and looking clear.
PRECISE APPLICATION
A precisely applied screen protector provides greater protection for your smartphone. Our Screen Protection can be
professionally applied to your smartphone in store by a trained professional, using a specially-developed application
system. If you can't make it to your local outlet, we have included Easy Align stickers or an Easy Align frame to add
precision to any application. The frame or stickers help to align the screen protector so precisely, it's hard to know it's
even there.
Main specifications:

Features
Type:
Device type:
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:
Maximum screen size compatibility:
Protection features:

Clear screen protector
Mobile phone/Smartphone
Apple
iPhone7 Plus
5.5 "
Scratch resistant

Performance
Easy to apply:
Easy to remove:
Fingerprint resistant:

Weight & dimensions

Y
Y
Y

Thickness:

0.33 mm

Packaging content
Quantity per pack:

1 pc(s)

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

